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Our training model is designed to provide teachers with a Vygotskian theoretical foundation for a unified
approach to teaching and learning across classroom practices and all activities. Does this model seem like a
good fit for your needs? Working Memory refers to the ability to hold information in mind, while mentally
working with or updating it. Inhibitory Control is the ability to resist a strong inclination to do one thing and
instead do what is most appropriate or needed. I want to continue the conversation and see if Tools is right for
my program! Tools of the Mind combines intensive professional development and a comprehensive
curriculum with a unifying pedagogy woven across all classroom practices, schedule, environment and
activities. Cognitive flexibility helps children successfully navigate social interactions, as they learn to take the
perspective of other people and to examine a situation from a different viewpoint. Some authors also refer to it
as invented or developmental spelling. Thank you for your interest! Cognitive Flexibility is defined as being
able to switch between thinking about two different things or to think about several concepts at the same time.
Good partners for working with Tools are programs that are ready for a comprehensive curriculum in PreK or
K, with the option in K to integrate district math curriculum. E Estimated Spelling When children are learning
to write, they go through a stage in which they write letters to represent sounds within words but they do not
represent all of the sounds. Are you looking for a model that combines intensive professional development for
your teachers with a comprehensive curriculum? This stage in writing development is called estimated
spelling. Yes â€” I have funding or strong prospects for funding. We have some resources that we think might
be right for you:. Do you have funding available for professional development and classroom materials? Many
Tools of the Mind activities have explicit instruction, from make-believe play practice, where children learn
about the ways their characters act and talk, to play planning, where children are taught how to represent
themselves symbolically and how to write down their messages. It usually involves providing information,
modeling, and providing guided practice. Teacher understanding of theory grows through implementation of
these activities, and use of daily dynamic assessment to individualize instruction.


